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A b s t r a c t 
A largely unrealized goal of AI has been to 
design systems that can tailor descriptions 
of knowledge base objects to suit alternative 
points of view and contexts. This problem is 
examined here with respect to case based argu 
merits, arguments in which past cases are cited 
as justif ications for a decision. We define the 
features of a case that are salient in describ
ing it from various viewpoints and in a variety 
of argument contexts employed in HYPO, an 
adversarial case based reasoning program. We 
demonstrate HYPO's abil i ty to slant case de
scriptions from opposing viewpoints and to tai
lor the descriptions to fit contextual roles in 
an argument, including f i l i ng the case, distin
guishing it , posing it as a counterexample or as 
the target of a hypothetical. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 
A recurring theme of A I has been to design systems that 
can tailor descriptions of knowledge base objects to suit 
alternative points of view and contexts. In 1975, for ex
ample, Minsk}' proposed frame representation schemes, 
in part , as a way of efficiently handling changes in view
point, either an observers physical perspective on a 
room or his metaphorical perspective in a nonvisual do
main [Minsk v 7f>]. By 1995, researchers on the "Knoe 
sphere" project speculated that their comprehensive, in
teractive encyclopedia would be able, at the reader's 
choice, to describe the same basic reference information 
from a variety of stylized viewpoints such as "Fmpha 
sizeTheory", "NoMath , " or " I deo logy " [Penat 82]. 

As this perennial theme illustrates, one hallmark of in
telligence is knowing what aspects of an object are salient 
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from a particular viewpoint. Salience means strikingness 
or emphasis. As viewpoints change, different features of 
an object stand out. 

I lie goal has been to design systems in which the con
text guides selecting which features to emphasize while, 
at the same time, minimizing the computational com
plexity of the selection process. Some progress has 
been made. Research in explanation has focused on 
slanting descriptive explanations to reflect the ques
tioner's goals as evidenced by the question's perspec
tive [McKeown 85]. Ordering objects in a scene accord
ing to "visual" salience has been explored as a guide 
to planning natural language descriptions of the scene 
[McDonald 82]. 

Determining salience is especially important in mak
ing arguments. Given the reality that most positions 
have weaknesses as well as strengths, a debater must 
know what facts help the argument or hurt i t , what 
facts should be emphasized, mentioned or simply ig
nored. Attorneys are notoriously adept at describing 
(some- might say twisting) the same facts from oppos
ing vantage points to support their clients' position. For 
example, a city commissioner hires the daughter of the 
judge who presides over the commissioner's lover's di
vorce. The prosecutor calls it a bribe; defense counsel 
calls it a coincidence. Beside characterizing the facts 
differently, the attorneys must decide which facts to em
phasize (e.g., did the daughter have relevant employment 
experience or had she never before been able to hold 
down a job.) 

A number of AI researchers have approached the 
problem oT salience in arguments by identifying var
ious structures to elucidate support and attack rela
tions and guide inference, (e.g., argument graphs and 
"molecules" [Birnbaum 82], argument trees [Cohen 83], 
and conversational moves [ReichmanAdar 84].) In gen
eral, the techniques have not been computationally pow
erful enough to generate realistic domain arguments. 

Case-based reasoning techniques allow salience deci
sions to be made in the context of a more l imited kind 
of argument, case based arguments, arguments in which 
prior cases are cited as justifications for deciding a prob
lem situation. Salience has special significance in case-
based reasoning where cases are used either as models 
for problem solving, examples for explanation, or argu
ment justifications. For instance, Kolodner and Simpson 
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demonstrated how prior cases can focus a problem solver 
on those features of the problem situation that are salient 
for its solution [Kolodner 85]. 

Interestingly, the reverse is also true: when a past case 
is to be used in an argument about how to decide a prob
lem, the features of the case that are salient depend on 
the particular facts of the problem situation, the view
point of the arguer and the argument context in which 
it is used. 

A case-based reasoning program, HYPO, describes 
objects in a case knowledge base ( ' 'CKB" ) in a con
textual way so that differing views of a case are sup
ported and reasoned with and decisions about salience 
are made without complex inference. HYPO is an adver
sarial case-based reasoning program described in detail 
in [Ashley 87a]. It makes arguments how to decide a 
problem by cit ing relevantly similar past cases as justi f i
cations. In the past we have described the ways in which 
H Y P O selects the most relevant cases and employs them 
in arguments [Ashley 87b,Ashley 88]. 

Here we focus on the narrower issue oT how HYPOfmakes determinations of salience, that is, how it deter
mines what to say about a case that it cites in an ar
gument. Since HYPO draws factual analogies between 
a cited case and the problem, one aspect of salience is 
determining what factual similarities (or differences) are 
relevant to the analogy. Another aspect of salience, how 
ever, is determining which of the relevant similarities and 
differences to emphasize in a given context and how to 
characterize them to convey that emphasis. 

2 V i e w s and Con tex t s 

In HYPO, determining salience of features depends on 
the viewpoint and context of the description of the case. 

HYPO supports two points of view in an argument 
corresponding to the two warring sides in a lawsuit: the 
plaintiff and the defendant. The plaintiff complains that 
the defendant's actions are illegal and caused injuries 
to the plaintiff for which it seeks relief From the court. 
H Y P O deals with lawsuits involving trade secrets claims 
in which the plaintiff complains that the defendant has 
gained an unfair competitive advantage by obtaining il 
legally plaintiff 's commercial sec rets. 

HYPO describes cases in four basic contexts common 
to case-based arguments in law, poli t ical decision mak
ing, evaluating property and ordinary discourse (See dis 
cussion in [Ashley 87a].) Here we describe the contexts 
in terms of legal arguments: 

J. C i t e d Case to make a point in a legal argument: 
HYPO makes an argument that a side should win 
the lawsuit described in the problem situation by 
cit ing a past case (the cited case) as an authority. 
In other words, HYPO adopts the viewpoint of, let 
us say, the plaintiff, argues that the plaintiff should 
win because the problem is similar to the cited case 
where a plaint i f f won and emphasizes the relevant 
factual similarities. 

2. D i s t i n g u i s h e d Case in response to a point in a le
gal argument: HYPO contests the argument point 
by distinguishing the cited case. That is, HYPO 

f1 = Sccrcts-Disclosed-Outsiders (Helps defendant (6) 
to extent that plaintif f has disclosed secrets to 
outsiders) 

f2 = Outsider-Disclosures-Restricted (Helps plaintiff 
(PIE) if all disclosures to outsiders are confidential) 

f3 = Disclosure-in-Negotiations (Helps defendant (6) if 
plaintiff disclosed secrets to defendant in negotiations) 

Figure 1: Three Sample Factors 

adopts the view of the opponent, the defendant, and 
asserts that the differences between the problem and 
the cited case are so great that the defendant should 
win. In this context, HYPO emphasizes the rele
vant factual differences between the problem and 
the cited case, which we will refer to as the distin
guished case. 

3. C o u n t e r e x a m p l e to a cited case: Another way 
that HYPO contests an argument point is by cit ing 
a past case as a counterexample to the cited case. 
That is, taking the view of the defendant, HYPO 

cites as a counterexample a case won by a defendant. 
HYPO emphasizes the features of the counterexam
ple that counteract the force of the p la int i f fs argu
ment based on the cited case. As described below, 
there are four kinds of counterexamples. 

1. T a r g e t Case that motivates a hypothetical modi 
fixation: HYPO suggests how to strengthen a side's 
argument by suggesting hypothetical variations of 
the problem. Taking the view of either plaintifT or 
defendant, HYPO suggests how to bolster the argu 
ment by focusing on new features that would make 
the problem more similar to a past case (the target 
case) which could then be cited in support of that 
side. 

I he program computes the most salient features to 
emphasize in describing a case from the C K B when it 
is used in any of the above contexts as a cited case, 
distinguished case, counterexample or target case. The 
features that are salient in any of these contexts can be 
described in succinct computational terms. In order to 
present those definitions, we define relevant similarities 
and introduce a bit of formalism. 

3 De f i n i ng Re levant S im i l a r i t i es 

In HYPO, the features of a case that matter are defined 
in terms of factors. A factor is a general collection of 
facts that tends to favor or hurt the plaintiff 's argument 
in a particular kind of lawsuit. Factors have magnitudes, 
that is, a particular case may be a more or less extreme 
example of a factor. Factors are represented in HYPO 
with dimensions [Ashley 87a]. Each dimension has a set 
of prerequisites used to test if the factor applies to a 
case and a range of values over which the magnitude of 
the factor in a particular case may vary. Figure I shows 
examples of three factors in the trade secrets domain. 
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Cases in the database are represented in HYPO cs 
sentially as historical collections of factors, each with a 
particular magnitude, to which some authoritat ive de 
cision maker (i.e., the judge) has assigned an outcome, 
either for the plain tiff or the defendant. Figure 2 shows 
examples of four cases. Fach case is described abstractly 
in terms of an outcome, a set of applicable factors, and 
the magnitudes of certain of those factors.1 

Relevant similarities among cases are defined compu
tationally in terms of sets of shared factors. The set of 
relevant similarities, 5Ci,C2., between two cases, (\ and c2, 
is the intersection of the sets of factors that apply to 
each case. In symbols: 

presented similar strengths and weaknesses from plain
tiff 's viewpoint. 

Relevant differences are defined computationally in 
terms of factors not shared and differences in magni
tudes of shared factors. Assume that the outcome of 
c2 was in favor of plaintiff. The set of relevant differ
ences between c1 and c2, Dc1,c2» is the union of three 
sets, the pro-defendant factors that apply only to C1, the 
pro-plain tiff factors that apply only to c2 and the shared 
factors which favor plaintiff more strongly in c2 than in 
c\. In symbols: 

Intuitively, the relevant differences are reasons why the 
two cases should be decided differently. Al l of these rele
vant differences make c.1 a weaker case for plaintiff than 
c2. As a result, c2 is a weaker justif ication in a legal 
argument that plaintiff should win in c\. 

4 Select ing M o s t Relevant Cases 

In H Y P O , a case is analogous or "on p o i n t " to a p rob lem 
i f i t shares some relevant s imi la r i t ies to the p r o b l e m , 
P, ) One case, c1, is " m o r e on p o i n t " 
than another case, Ck , re la t ive to a p rob lem if the set 
of relevant s imi la r i t ies between the p rob lem and c i, is a 
superset of the set of relevant s im i la r i t ies between the 
p rob lem and T h e set of on p o i n t 
cases t ha t are most re levant ly s im i la r to the p r o b l e m , 
t ha t is, the set of "mos t on p o i n t " cases, MOP, is def ined 
as the set of al l cases, C i, such tha t for each c,, there is no 
case tha t is more on po in t t han c,. To p u t t h a t ano ther 
way, MOP is the set of a l l cases, c,, such t h a t c, is 
on po in t and for a l l o ther on po in t cases ck , e i ther c i 

and Ck have no s imi lar i t ies in c o m m o n w i t h the p rob lem 
s i t ua t i on or C i , is as or more on po in t t han ck , or ne i ther 
is more on po in t t han the other . 

I n tu i t i ve l y , MOP conta ins the cases t h a t are cand i 
dates for the best cases to c i te for e i ther side in an a rgu
ment how to decide the p rob lem. Of a l l the cases in the 
C K B , they are closest in t ha t they share w i t h the p rob
lem the greatest over lap of fac tua l s t rengths and weak
nesses as represented by factors. For a given p r o b l e m 
s i t u a t i o n , hav ing ident i f ied the factors t h a t app ly to i t , 
H Y P O computes MOP using the usual set opera t ions . 

5 De f i n ing Salience w i t h i n Con tex ts 

With these concepts, one may succintly describe the fea
tures of a case that are salient when it is used in any 
of the four argument contexts. To illustrate how the 
salience expressions work, Figure 3 presents HYPO's de
scriptions of a single case, the Data General case of Fig
ure 2, used in all four contexts, as a cited case, distin
guished case, counterexample and target. 

C i t e d Case: The salient features of a cited case 
(cc) are its relevant similarities to the problem situa
tion. More specifically, the set of relevant similarities 
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1. As Case Ci ted by Plaint i f f : 
Where: Even though: Plaintiff disclosed its product 
information to outsiders, plaintiff should win a claim 
for trade secrets misappropriation. 
Cite: Data General 

2 . As Case D i s t i n g u i s h e d by D e f e n d a n t : 
Data General is distinguishable because: In Crown 
Industries, Plaintiff disclosed its product informa
tion in negotiations with defendant. Not so in Data 
General. In Data General, plaintiff 's disclosures to 
outsiders were restricted. Not so in Crown Indus 
tries. 

3 . As C o u n t e r e x a m p l e s C i t e d by P l a i n t i f f : 

Trumping : 
Data General is more on point [than Midland 
Ross] and held for plaintiff where it was also 
the case that: plaintifFs disclosures to outsiders 
were restricted. 

B o u n d a r y : 
Data General held for plaintiff even though in 
Data General plaintiff disclosed its product in
formation to more outsiders than in Midland 
Ross. 

A. As T a r g e t Case fo r P l a i n t i f f : 
Plaintif f 's response would he strengthened if: plain
tiff 's disclosures to outsiders were restricted. Cf. 
Data General. 

Figure 3: Descriptions of Data General Case in Four 
Argument Contexts 

the plaintiff had taken substantial precautions to secure 
its secrets, HYPO would have stated them first. That 
is, HYPO would say, "Where: plaintiff took substan
t ial security precautions, Fventhough: plaintiff disclosed 
its product information to outsiders, plaintiff should win 

D i s t i n g u i s h e d Case: The salient features in distin
guishing a case are the relevant differences between the 
problem and the distinguished case, Dp,dc. As Figure 3, 
No. 2 shows, when HYPO describes the Data General 
case as distinguished case (de), where the problem situa
tion (p) again is the Crown case, it focuses on factors that 
Data General docs not share with Crown (J7 involving 
restrictions on disclosures and f3 involving disclosures 
in negotiation.) Making the substitutions in definition 
(2) of relevant differences, the three terms are: 

HYPO argues that these differences not only account 
for the outcome in Data General but also show that the 
Crown case need not have the same result. 

Note that the analysis allows HYPO to select those dif 
fere rices in factor magnitudes that are salient in a given 
context. Although the magnitudes of Data General and 
Crown along f1 are different, HYPO sensibly does not 
call attention to this difference. The difference does not 
help, indeed it hurts, the defendant's argument. Crown 
is much stronger for plaintiff than Data General in terms 
of the numbers of disclosures to outsiders. 

The analysis also allows H Y P O to point out those fac
tors that are salient in a context because they do not 
apply to a case, f o r example, in the context of distin 
guishing Data General, f,3 is significant because it does 
not apply to Data General. The importance of this "non-
feature" becomes apparent only in light of the process of 
distinguishing Data General from Crown. 

C o u n t e r e x a m p l e : HYPO supports four kinds of 
counterexamples, each with a somewhat different defi-
nition of the features of a case that are salient when 
cit ing it as a counterexample. Each kind of counterex
ample involves a case that is "contrary" to the cited case 
in the sense that it had the opposite outcome, focuses on 
different salient features, and can be used to disparage 
the impact of the salient features of the cited case. The 
four kinds of counterexamples and the associated salient 
features are discussed below: 

(1) T r u m p i n g : a contrary case that has more (in the 
sense of a superset of) relevant similarities to the prob
lem than the cited case. This kind of counterexample 
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of the case, sometimes focusing on similarities, some
times differences, sometimes factor magnitudes, some
times factors significant because they do not apply. Each 
of HYPO's thirteen implemented factors has an associ
ated "canned" phrase for describing it . HYPO composes 
the phrases corresponding to the salient factors into the 
brief case summaries. In this way, HYPO tailors descrip
tions of the th i r ty cases in its C K B to fit the argument 
contexts, viewpoints and problem situations. The de
scriptions compare favorably with those found in court 
opinions cit ing the same cases. Sec [Ashley 87a]. Al
though HYPO's text generation scheme is pr imit ive, the 
salience information could be used as inputs to a so 
phisticated natural language generator for planning more 
elaborately tailored case descriptions. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, the problem of designing a system that 
can tailor descriptions of knowledge base objects to suit 
alternative viewpoints and contexts has been examined 
for a l imited kind of discourse: case-based arguments. 
Determining the features of a past case that are salient 
when the case is cited as an argument justi f ication de
pends on the particular facts of the problem and of the 
other cases in the knowledge base, the viewpoint of the 
arguer and the contextual role of the case in the argu 
ment. 

HYPO, an adversarial case-based reasoning program, 
tailors its descriptions of a case to emphasize those fea
tures, specifically factors, that arc salient depending on 
viewpoint and context. HYPO describes cases in argu
ments from two conflicting viewpoints, that of plaintiff or 
defendant, and in four contextual roles, as cited case, dis
tinguished case, counterexample or target case. HYPO 
makes further decisions about salience depending on the 
kind of counterexample a case is used as: trumping, par
t ia l , boundary, or potential t rump. For each of the con
texts, we have defined the salient features and illustrated 
how the definitions apply to a past case described in each 
context. 
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